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Contact Palestinians: The Dangers of Singing [1]

Source Item:
Contact Palestinians: The Dangers of Singing [2]
Country:
Palestine
News Date:
11/02/2020
Summary:
The only songs Hamas and its followers want are those that promote hate and violence.... "I will eat you alive,
tastes best without salt, Zionist – Yes, yes, you."
The members of Sol Band did not call for "scattering the body parts" of Jews; that is probably why they are being
targeted by Hamas and its allies in the Gaza Strip.

France: Girl, 16, receives death threats and “200 messages of pure hatred a
minute” for insulting Islam online [3]

Source Item:
France: Girl, 16, receives death threats and “200 messages of pure hatred a minute” for insulting Islam online [4]
Country:
France
News Date:
24/01/2020
Summary:

Celebrate diversity all you want. But is diversity going to celebrate you? Sharia Watch: Note
that it is the victim who has to hide. This is what we describe as "soft-jihad", the slow application of
Islamic values via threats and intimidation!

Parents’ outrage as school tells children not to sing ‘Lord’ in Christmas carol
classic [5]

Source Item:
Parents’ outrage as school tells children not to sing ‘Lord’ in Christmas carol classic [6]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
16/12/2019
Summary:

Sharia Watch: This ia an example of soft-jihad! In Islam Jesus is viewed as just another
prophet not the son of God, whereas Muhammad is viewed as the successor prophet to
Jesus which he, as a mortal, could not be if Jesus is seen as the son of God. Thus this
seemingly small act is, in reality, a statement of Islamic supremacism over Christianity! It
is actually an act of profound significance and acceptance is another sign of dhimmitude in
our view.

How come Muslims have Gotten a Foothold in our Society? [7]

Author(s):
Mario Alexis Portella [8]

Source Item:
How come Muslims have Gotten a Foothold in our Society? [9]
Summary:

To those who think that the Islamic conquests is something in some far oﬀ land,
well, think again. The Islamization of whatever remnant is left of our the JudaicChristian society is well under way. This past March the United Kingdom Home
Oﬃce rejected the asylum application [10] of a Christian convert from Iran—under sharia
law, any Muslim who leaves Islam and converts to another religion can face the
death penalty—who said he had converted to Christianity from Islam because of
its peaceful nature, whereas Islam, on the contrary is a religion of “violence, rage,
and revenge.” British oﬃcials communicated to him that his reason for conversion
is “inconsistent with your claim that you converted to Christianity after
discovering it is a ‘peaceful’ religion, as opposed to Islam which contains violence,
rage and revenge.”

Definition of Jihad (Encyclopedia Brittanica) [11]

Author(s):
Encyclopedia Brittanica [12]

Source Item:
Definition of Jihad (Encyclopedia Brittanica) [13]
Summary:
Definition of jihad:
the different ways of promoting what is good and preventing what is wrong are included under the broad
rubric of al-jihād fī sabīl Allāh, “striving in the path of God.” A well-known Hadith therefore refers to four
primary ways in which jihad can be carried out: by the heart, the tongue, the hand (physical action short of
armed combat), and the sword.

Admin: We restate this more simply as "Jihad is the process of imposing Islamic values". This covers the
entire spectrum from imposing onself(heart) through imposing on public space by preaching(tongue) and
actions(hand) such as demanding halal, separate prayer rooms, gender segregated meetings, time of to pray,
Ramadan etc through to armed combat/jihad(sword).

The Suppressed Plight of Palestinian Christians [14]

Source Item:
The Suppressed Plight of Palestinian Christians [15]
Country:
Palestine
News Date:
13/06/2019
Summary:
"Fatah regularly exerts heavy pressure on Christians not to report the acts of violence and vandalism from which
they frequently suffer, as such publicity could damage the PA's image as an actor capable of protecting the lives
and property of the Christian minority under its rule.... That image could have negative repercussions for the
massive international, and particularly European, aid the PA receives." — Dr. Edy Cohen, Begin-Sadat Center for
Strategic Studies.

The New Jihad: More Threatening Than Ever [16]


Author(s):
Guy Millière [17]
Gatestone Institute [18]

Source Item:
The New Jihad: More Threatening Than Ever [19]
Summary:
It is important to emphasize that radical Islamists use means other than terrorism to gain ground.
This week, the unelected judges of the European Court of Human Rights submitted to the demands of Sharia
blasphemy laws and decided not to allow criticism of Muhammad, lest Muslim feelings be hurt. The court
actually chose hurt feelings over freedom of expression and truth as a defense.
"As someone who has known what it is to live without freedom, I watch in amazement as those who call
themselves liberal and progressive – people who claim to believe so fervently in individual liberty and minority
rights – make common cause with the forces in the world that manifestly pose the greatest threats to that very
freedom and those very minorities... We need to say to Muslims living in the West: if you want to live in our
societies, to share in their material benefits, then you need to accept that our freedoms are not optional". —
Ayaan Hirsi Ali, 2016.

Imam tells Muslim migrants to 'breed children' with Europeans to 'conquer their
countries' and vows: 'We will trample them underfoot, Allah willing [20]

Source Item:
Imam tells Muslim migrants to 'breed children' with Europeans to 'conquer their countries' and vows: 'We will
trample them under [21]
Country:
European Union
News Date:
18/09/2015
Summary:
A top Iman has told Muslims to use the migrant crisis to breed with European citizens and 'conquer their
countries'. Sheikh Muhammad Ayed gave the speech at the Al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem claiming Europe was
only welcoming refugees as a new source of labour. He said Europe was facing a demographic disaster and urged
Muslims to have children with westerners so they could 'trample them underfoot, Allah willing.'



Is Europe in Denial About the Islamist Threat? [22]

[22]
Summary:
In light of the Charlie Hebdo Massacre, we reflect on how violence and extremism has been gathering momentum
in Europe throughout the years. The UK, France, Holland and many other European countries are suffering a tide
of Islamic extremism unprecedented in living memory. Is Europe's culture and way of life in danger? Will the
governments wake up and act or continue to bury their heads in the sand, living in denial. Clarions Project's film,
The Third Jihad, predicted this tide of violence and extremism now gathering momentum as seen in France, the
UK, Holland and across all of Europe.

Cruel and Usual Punishment: The Terrifying Global Implications of Islamic Law [23]


[23]
Source Item:
Cruel and Usual Punishment: The Terrifying Global Implications of Islamic Law [24]
Author(s):
Nonie Darwish [25]

Summary:

[26]

Migration as Jihad [27]

Author(s):
Bill Warner PhD [28]
Political Islam [29]

Source Item:
Migration as Jihad [30]
Summary:
Migration is part of the doctrine of jihad. Migration is so important that the Islamic calendar is based upon the
Hijra, Mohammed’s migration from Mecca to Medina. Why? Because it was migration that lead to the creation of
jihad in Medina. And it was jihad that made Islam triumphant.
In the past Muslims tended to stay in Islamic countries. Today, the new politics is to migrate to Kafir lands and
immerse themselves in local politics. This is the jihad of money, writing and speech. Their politics is to bring the
Sharia to Kafir culture. An example is using Islamic money is to build departments in universities that will support
Sharia and never criticize Islam.

Towards A Definition Of Islam And Islamism [31]

Author(s):
Memri [32]
Tufail Ahmad [33]

Source Item:
Towards A Definition Of Islam And Islamism [34]
Summary:
Insofar as ideas have consequences, an understanding of Islam must account for all myths, beliefs, ideas, and
practices that impact the lives of Muslims, whether or not they are approved of by some analysts. If an idea is
consequential, it cannot be excluded from an understanding of Islam. For example, the Pakistan-based jihadi
organization Jaish-e-Muhammad quotes the Prophet Muhammad as saying: "Jihad is obligatory upon you under
every emir [leader], whether he be pious or fasiq [sinner]."[1] [35] Even if this quote were inauthentic, it still aids
in terrorist training and is therefore consequential, especially in the anti-India jihadi war in Kashmir. My
necessary argument is this: Any myth, belief, idea, or fact held in the name of Islam, even if false, has
consequences.

Maajid Nawaz Lays Down The Uncomfortable Truth About UK Grooming Gangs [36]

Source Item:
Maajid Nawaz Lays Down The Uncomfortable Truth About UK Grooming Gangs [37]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
11/08/2017
Summary:
This wasn’t the first incident in the UK - since 2011 groups of men have been convicted for organised sex
grooming cases in 16 towns and cities. And, in all but two of those cases, most were Muslim men of south Asian
origin. “They were men like me from my community,” Maajid said during his scathing take. “And in all but three
the victims were white teenage girls. That is the truth, and what I’m saying is so uncomfortable that we’ve been
ignoring it for years. “As a result of ignoring it this problem has been growing and growing to a point where it
now has led to racial tensions.”

Cultural terrorism is as dangerous as bombs and bullets [38]

Author(s):
Daily Express [39]

Source Item:
Cultural terrorism is as dangerous as bombs and bullets [40]
Summary:

GEORGE ORWELL wrote in 1941 that “the gentleness of English civilisation is its most marked
characteristic”. How poignant those words now sound today as our society is plagued by alien
barbarism and cruel exploitation.
The apostles of political correctness talk of the joys of diversity but mass immigration has led to the wholesale
import of primitive, misogynistic, often brutal values that are utterly inimical to those of traditional, well-ordered
Britain.
The widespread incidence of abuse inflicted on vulnerable white girls by predatory Asian, overwhelmingly
Muslim, sex gangs is a prime illustration of this social breakdown. After recent scandals in Rotherham,
Peterborough, Derby and Oxford – the city of Newcastle upon Tyne has now joined the list of places to be scarred
by these vicious activities.

OIC strategizing to silence free speech [41]

Author(s):
Ann Corcoran [42]

Source Item:
OIC strategizing to silence free speech [43]
Summary:
The OIC is the Organization of Islamic Cooperation which represents 57 Muslim countries world wide and
they know that to advance Islam (and Shariah law) worldwide they have to silence any criticism of Islam in the
media. To that end they held a conference two weeks ago in (no surprise) London to strategize on how to silence
anyone standing in their way.



Linda Sarsour's Financial Jihad on America [44]

[44]
Summary:
Anni Cyrus exposes Linda Sarsour's newest Jihad of finance and practice of Sharia's jizya on people of America

France: "Jihad by Court" [45]

Author(s):
Yves Mamou [46]
Gatestone Institute [18]

Source Item:
France: "Jihad by Court" [47]
Summary:
The goal of this trial is to create judicial precedent: to ensure that in the future, any criticism or insult against
Islamism must be considered "racism".
Valentina Colombo, a professor at the European University in Rome, warned early on about jihad by court. In
2009, she wrote that, "The lawsuit that was initiated by The Union of the Islamic Organizations of France and the
Great Mosque of Paris against the satirical magazine 'Charlie Hebdo' for republishing the Danish cartoons about
Muhammad is one of the most recent examples of this kind of jihad." But nobody paid attention to the warning.
And when jihadists came in 2015 to murder eight journalists and cartoonists, nobody understood that "jihad by
court" is only the first step.
"Legal action has become a mainstay of radical Islamist organizations seeking to intimidate and silence their
critics." — Steven Emerson, Founder and President of The Investigative Project on Terrorism.

'The agenda is to create a country within your country': Islamic leader warns

radicals have a shocking secret plan to create a Muslim state inside Australia...
funded by taxpayers [48]

Source Item:
'The agenda is to create a country within your country': Islamic leader warns radicals have a shocking secret plan
to create a M [49]
Country:
Australia
News Date:
26/02/2017
Summary:
Muslim Imam Shaikh Mohammad Tawhidi will appear on Today Tonight
He is shown claiming radicals want a Muslim state within Australia
The show is expected to show the plan for a Muslim state within Australia
The independent state will be paid for by taxpayers and foreign fanatics
Admin: See New York Post: The jihadis’ master plan to break us

A Month of Islam and Multiculturalism in France: January 2017 [50]

Source Item:
A Month of Islam and Multiculturalism in France: January 2017 [51]
Country:
France
News Date:
23/02/2017
Summary:
"I am not ashamed of what I am. I am a Muslim, that is to say, submissive to Allah who created me and who by
his grace has harmoniously shaped me." — Salah Abdeslam, a Belgium-born French national of Moroccan
descent and the main suspect in the November 13, 2015 attacks that killed 130 people in Paris.

The Five Stages of Islam (Conquest) [52]

Author(s):
Richard Butrick [53]
American Thinker [54]

Source Item:
The Five Stages of Islam (Conquest) [55]

Summary:
Forget the Five Pillars [56] of Islam. It is the Five Stages of Islam that threaten the fundamental freedoms of
Western Democracy. Freedoms which include freedom of thought, expression, and association and the crucial
derived right of freedom of the press. We should never forget that "Islam" means submission -- the opposite of
self-determination and Enlightenment values.
Six years ago Dr. Peter Hammond published [57] a remarkable book which included a statistical study of the
correlation between Muslim to non-Muslim population ratios and the transition from conciliatory Islam to fascist
Islam. The stages are the same in 2011 but the demographics have changed to show an alarming progression.
Many European nations and the U.S. are on the cusp of moving to a higher bracket. The demographics change
but the story is the same.

UK jogger viciously attacked by Muslims escaped by speaking Arabic [58]

Source Item:
UK jogger viciously attacked by Muslims escaped by speaking Arabic [59]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
20/01/2017
Summary:
As he struggled to get out of the cold, slippery canal the thug who punched him was waiting – until the
former language teacher started speaking Arabic.
The shame-faced gang, all aged around 17, then fled the scene.

In speaking Arabic, Lee Skinner was not deemed the inferior, as the Muslim supremacist thugs had thought. Had
it been any other Westerner who did not know the language, his fate would have been quite different.



The Islamic Far-Right in Britain [60]

Source Item:
The Islamic Far-Right in Britain [61]
Tags:
Islamo-Fascism [62]
Soft-Jihad [63]

Chapels Attacked and Christian Statues Beheaded During New Year in Austria [64]

Source Item:
Chapels Attacked and Christian Statues Beheaded During New Year in Austria [65]
Country:
Austria
News Date:
06/01/2017
Summary:
Statues have been beheaded, prayer books burned and sacred images destroyed since the New Year in the
Innviertel region on the Bavarian border. On New Year’s Eve, the vandals struck a chapel in the village of St
Radegund, damaging a statue of the Virgin Mary before burning prayer books and wooden objects from the
chapel in a nearby wood.

Bank of Terror: War veteran 'felt like idiot' after ISIS gang stole life savings [66]


Source Item:
Bank of Terror: War veteran 'felt like idiot' after ISIS gang stole life savings [67]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
06/01/2017
Summary:

A WAR veteran who fought at Arnhem has told how Islamic State fraudsters fleeced him out of
his £113,000 life savings.

Muslim Workers’ Increasing Religious Demands Behind Car Plant Closure, Mayor
Reveals [68]

Source Item:
Muslim Workers’ Increasing Religious Demands Behind Car Plant Closure, Mayor Reveals [69]
Country:
France
News Date:
04/01/2017
Summary:
The growing religious demands of Muslim workers at a car factory in Paris contributed to the plant’s closure in
2013, Drancy deputy-mayor Jean-Christophe Lagarde has disclosed. Lagarde made the revelation during an
appearance on public service broadcaster France Info on Tuesday, in which he was asked about “communitarian
trends” in Islam, where communities are becoming more religious and more insular. “Religion has nothing to do
with work” began his [70]

HIJRAH – Arabic for “jihad by immigration” [71]

Author(s):
Greene Publishing [72]

Source Item:
HIJRAH – Arabic for “jihad by immigration” [73]
Summary:
My friends, we must use our minds. We must be wise. We will be unable to help anyone if we are dead. A doctor
is pledged to help the sick but he wears a mask and rubber gloves to protect himself against infection so that he
may continue to serve others. That makes sense doesn’t it? But if we are overrun with terrorists on Hijrah then
our well intentioned plans of showing compassion on the truly hurting and deserving will go for naught.” The

Qu’ran, in Sura 4, Verse 100 states, And whoever emigrates for the cause of Allah will find on the earth many
locations in abundance. And whoever leaves his home as an emigrant to Allah and His Messenger and then death
overtakes him, his reward has already become incumbent upon Allah. And Allah is ever Forgiving and Merciful”. A
Hijrah is a jihad by immigration. It is based on Muhammad and his followers emigrating from Mecca to Medina,
where the Muslims eventually outnumbered the local population and took over the city.

The persecution of Christians [74]

Author(s):
Anne Marie Waters [75]

Source Item [74]
I recently met a woman who works with the International Christian Consulate (ICC), an organisation founded in
2015 to provide a “physical consulate” for Christians in the Middle East.1 [76] As well as telling me about the
sexual assaults (assaults, plural) she herself had endured at the hands of migrants on the streets of Athens, she
pointed me to a report that the ICC has produced detailing the truly shocking treatment Christians are subjected
to by Muslims in refugee

Islamist extremists destroy Christian village in Egypt [77]

Source Item:
Islamist extremists destroy Christian village in Egypt [78]
Country:
Egypt
News Date:
30/11/2016
Summary:
A mob of angry Muslims have ransacked a Christian village in Egypt over rumours a church was going to be built
there, a charity has said. According to International Christian Concern (ICC) the mob attacked Manshiet ElNaghamish in Sohag Governate last Friday, destroying a Christian guesthouse and nine believers' houses and
severely damaging four Christian-owned shops. ICC also says four Coptic Christians were injured in the
attack. The charity says the attack happened because local Muslims believed a recently built four-storey building
in the village would become a church.



40,000 Christians Persecuted By Muslims In Germany [79]

Source Item:
40,000 Christians Persecuted By Muslims In Germany [80]
Country:
Germany
News Date:
10/05/2016
Summary:
A new study shows that potentially thousands of Christians have been attacked and harassed in German migrant
homes by Muslim guards and fellow migrants. Multiple human rights organizations are warning the German
government of the conditions that Christians in asylum homes are being subjected to. One organization in
particular has chronicled 231 specific cases of the harassment of Christians by Muslim migrants and Muslim
security guards in asylum homes.

The 'extremist' schools we can't close: 4 Muslim colleges ordered to shut down use
the courts to defy ministers [81]

Source Item:
The 'extremist' schools we can't close: 4 Muslim colleges ordered to shut down use the courts to defy ministers
[82]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
07/11/2016
Summary:
Four Islamic schools ordered to close following fears over extremism or pupil safety continue to operate because
the Government is powerless to shut them down, the Daily Mail can reveal.
One allegedly taught girls that men can beat their wives. Another distributed leaflets saying music is an ‘act of the
devil’.
They could continue operating for months, if not years, after launching legal appeals against closure.

Muslims order non-Muslims not to trick-or-treat in their neighbourhood [83]

Source Item:
Muslims order non-Muslims not to trick-or-treat in their neighbourhood [84]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
07/11/2016
Summary:
“We wish you a happy a holiday and expect you to respect our request and way of life.” When does that respect
ever flow in the other direction? And what if this “expectation” had not been met? In Muslim countries, non-

Muslims should conform their behavior to Muslim sensibilities. In non-Muslim countries, non-Muslims should
conform their behavior to Muslim sensibilities. Don’t you get that by now?

UK MPs report claims many political Islam movements share British values [85]

Source Item:
UK MPs report claims many political Islam movements share British values [86]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
07/11/2016
Summary:
It all depends on what one thinks “British values” are. If they include the denial of the freedom of speech, the
institutionalized subjugation of women and non-Muslims, and punishments such as stoning and amputation, then
yes, many “political Islam” movements share British values. But if British values have anything to do with the
values of a free society, then this report is howlingly false.

Islam's "Human Rights" [87]

Author(s):
Janet Tavakoli [88]
Gatestone Institute [18]

Source Item:
Islam's "Human Rights" [89]
Summary:
No intelligent government should impair the right of free speech to placate people who falsely claim they are
victims when often they are, in fact, aggressors.
To the 57 members of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation, however, all human rights must first be based on
Islamic religious law, Sharia: whatever is inside Sharia is a human right, whatever is outside Sharia is not a
human right.
Therefore, slavery or having sex with children or beating one's wife, or calling rapes that do not have four
witnesses adultery the punishment for which is death, or a woman officially having half the worth of a man, are all
"human rights."
Soft jihad includes rewriting history as with the UNESCO vote claiming that ancient Biblical monuments such as
Rachel's Tomb or the Cave of the Patriarchs are Islamic, when historically Islam did not even exist until the
seventh century; migration to widen Islam (hijrah), as we are seeing now in Europe and Turkish threats to flood
Germany with migrants; cultural penetration such as promoting Islam in school textbooks or tailoring curricula
for "political correctness"; political and educational infiltration, as well as intimidation (soft jihad with the threat
of hard jihad just underneath it).

More regrettable is that these are so often done, as at UNESCO, with the help and complicity of the West.

Leading UK Sharia Court ‘Protects’ Violent Muslim Husbands From Prosecution
[90]


Source Item:
Leading UK Sharia Court ‘Protects’ Violent Muslim Husbands From Prosecution [91]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
30/10/2016
Summary:
One of the UK’s leading sharia courts “protects wife-beating suspects by sabotaging criminal proceedings against
them”, a Parliamentary committee has heard.
The Muslim Arbitration Tribunal (MAT) in Nuneaton, Warwickshire, is just one of the UK’s 80 Islamic “councils”,
set up in 2007 ostensibly to help resolve civil and family disputes in accordance with Islamic scripture.

Attacker Says ‘There is Only One Master — Allah’, Punches Teacher in Front of
Pupils [92]

Source Item:
Attacker Says ‘There is Only One Master — Allah’, Punches Teacher in Front of Pupils [93]
Country:
France
News Date:
21/10/2016
Summary:
A primary school teacher was beaten outside his classroom by two young men who called him a racist after seeing
the man rebuke a child of non-European origin. The teacher was violently attacked near the entrance of his school
while walking back from Marais Stadium, in Argenteuil in Val-d’Oise, with his pupils after a PE class. After Paul
Langevin reprimanded one of the children in his class on Monday who was being disruptive and using bad
language, two young men jumped out of their car screaming “Don’t you talk to her like that, racist”, at the 50 year
old. Mr.

Canada: Muslim activist says Sharia can be gradually implemented in North
America [94]


Author(s):
Robert Spencer [95]
Jihad Watch [96]

Source Item:
Canada: Muslim activist says Sharia can be gradually implemented in North America [97]
Summary:
Canada, like the US and other Western democracies, has been infiltrated by mainstream Muslim groups, leaders,
speakers, imams, etc. who appear to be benign, but who are anti-West and anti-Israel, and habe the goal of doing
dawah for the ultimate purpose of Sharia conquest.
In an article originally published by Young Muslims website and entitled “Understanding Punishment in Shariah
[Islamic Law], Taha Ghayyur explained the rationale behind the harsh punishments in Islam (execution, stoning,
cutting off thieves’ hands etc.) and argued that the Islamic Law (Shariah) can be implemented in North America.
Specifically troubling was that Ghayyur’s message was published for a Muslim youth audience.

Internationalism will continue to erode and destroy ancient European civilizations
[98]


Author(s):
Anne Marie Waters [75]

Source Item:
Internationalism will continue to erode and destroy ancient European civilizations [99]
Summary:
Germany is the home of the German people. Britain is the home of the British people. Europe is our home, but our
leaders now tell us that everyone, no matter who they are, can simply stroll in to our home and stay here. The
reason they can do this is because they are human. It shouldn’t need saying but apparently it does; ISIS is human.
Jihadis are human. Rapists are human. Every murder, terror attack, genocide that has ever taken place, has been
at the hands of humans. Humans are not saints, and nor are we “all equal”. Some will want a society held
together by cruelty and oppression, others will seek freedom. That is simply how it is.
On the second point, while I appreciate the sentiment in theory, it doesn’t work in reality. The separation of
ideology from people isn’t practicable; it again presents people as innocents, and ideologies alone as harmful. But
that doesn’t make any sense. Ideas do not exist independently of people. It is people who give birth to ideas and it
is people who put them in to practice. While an idea may be repulsive – such as burying a person up to their chest
and throwing stones at their head until they die – the idea itself will cause no harm unless there are people willing
to throw the stones. The Koran may contain verses urging the killing of non-believers, but if I put a Koran on a
shelf and leave it there, it will cause no damage. It is only when people pick up the book and implement its
commands that the problems begin.

Stepney man jailed for running over policeman [100]


Source Item:
Stepney man jailed for running over policeman [101]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
07/10/2016
Summary:
22-year-old Mohammed Zakariyya, of Havering Street, Stepney, was sentenced at Snaresbrook crown court today
after being convicted on September 26, at the same court, for the attempted GBH of a police officer. The incident
took place last year, on November 9, when PC Christopher Phillips noticed Zakariyya wasn’t wearing his
seatbelt. After PC Phillips asked him to stop Zakariyya reversed 15 metres before driving aggressively towards
the policeman and braking just inches from him.

Hate crime probe after leaflets saying those who insult Islam must be killed 'were
handed out at London mosque' [102]

Source Item:
Hate crime probe after leaflets saying those who insult Islam must be killed 'were handed out at London mosque'
[103]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
07/10/2016
Summary:
Extremist leaflets ordering Muslims to kill those who offend Islam were handed out outside an east London
mosque. Metropolitan police is launching an investigation into hate crime after worshippers were given the
booklets during a gathering by the Dar-ul-Uloom Qadria Jilania mosque in Walthamstow.

German Police Union Chief: Migrants ‘Laugh At Our Justice’ [104]

Source Item:
German Police Union Chief: Migrants ‘Laugh At Our Justice’ [105]
Country:
Germany
News Date:
07/10/2016
Summary:
T

The chief of the German police union claims that criminal migrants from North Africa are laughing at the German
justice system as they are allowed to go free after committing crimes.

1989, the secular Republic against the Islamic headscarf(in French) [106]

Author(s):
Laetitia Van Eeckhout [107]

Source Item:
1989, the secular Republic against the Islamic headscarf(in French) [108]

Source URL (retrieved on 28/02/2020): https://shariawatch.org.uk/?q=tags/soft-jihad
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